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Free Lead2pass Cisco 500-280 PDF&VEC Dumps with New Update Exam
Questions

	Are you interested in successfully completing the Cisco 500-280 certification then start to earning the high salary ? Lead2pass has

leading edge developed test questions that will ensure you pass your exams! Lead2pass provides the latest 500-280 Dumps to help

you pass you 500-280 exam. QUESTION 1What does packet sniffing do? A.    isolates datagrams into like groupsB.    reads

datagrams directly off the wireC.    transmits datagrams over a wireless networkD.    rebuilds datagram streamsAnswer: B

QUESTION 2When building a platform for a Snort installation, which set of components is a major security concern? A.    IP

address, mask, and gateway settingsB.    host naming conventionsC.    URL feed vendorsD.    default accounts and settings Answer:

D QUESTION 3In the IP addressing scheme of your organization, each subnet consists of 4096 hosts, and the beginning of the

addressing scheme is 172.16.0.0. Your remote office is allocated the range of addresses from the first subnet. What are the CIDR

notation, network address, broadcast address, and valid IP address in your assigned range? A.    172.16.0.0/24, 172.16.0.0,

172.16.8.255, 172.16.0.51B.    172.16.0.0/20, 172.16.0.0, 172.16.15.255, 172.16.8.252C.    172.16.0.0/16, 172.16.0.0,

172.16.32.255, 172.16.22.4D.    172.16.0.0/12, 172.16.0.0, 172.16.64.255, 172.16.52.112 Answer: B QUESTION 4Which statement

about implementing DAQ is true? A.    It is a shell script that works on any Linux platform.B.    It must be compiled separately.C.   

You must obtain it from Sourceforge.D.    It is not open source. Answer: B QUESTION 5Which version of libpcap does DAQ

require? A.    0.9.8 or laterB.    1.0.0 or laterC.    any versionD.    none Answer: B QUESTION 6If Snort is installed and the sensor,

database, and web server all reside on the same machine, to which ports should remote access of the sensor be restricted? A.    22

and 443B.    80 and 443C.    443 and 3306D.    23 and 80 Answer: A QUESTION 7To execute a command in Linux while in the

directory where it is located, and be sure you are only running that particular copy, what would you use in front of the executable

name? A.    ./B.    ../C.    ..D.    . Answer: A QUESTION 8Which application can read Barnyard log_pcap output plug-in files? A.   

SnortReportB.    BASE or ACIDC.    tcpdumpD.    Snorby Answer: C QUESTION 9To accept input from Snort and produce various

forms of output, the Barnyard architecture consists of which components? A.    preprocessors and reassemblersB.    preprocessors

and detection engineC.    data processors and output plug-insD.    data processors and reassemblers Answer: C Lead2pass 

provides:Comprehensive questions with complete details; 100% Accurate and Verified Answers ; Most of Exam Answesrs with

Explanations;Printable questions and answers; Complete coverage of exam objectives;Precise explanations;Regular Updates to

Reflect Current Exam Material. http://www.lead2pass.com/500-280.html
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